
“Jinty Who”  - Part 2 (Draft 4) 

Written By: MrLegoman86 

(cast is the same as in part 1 just missing a few as some don’t appear in this part) 

Cast: 
Richard: Curtis 
Robert: Welshy 

Jinty: Curtis 
Narrator: Johnateer (i’ll get luke to do it for the “Remastered Edition” for part 1&2) 

James: Cameron's friend 
Curtis: Curtis 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(“previously on” bit plays as a summary) 

Jinty:  

WOOHHAAAAAAAOOWWWWWWW (realisation that the tardis has become telepathic) 

(music from “the snowman” plays (the bit with clara seeing the tardis)) 

(Jinty enters the tardis) 

(jinty blows his whistle and the tardis doors close) 

Jinty: 

 oooo shiny buttons! oh look levers! and spinny stuff! gee dis is sum gud stuff 

(jinty blows his whistle and the tardis doors close) 

Jinty: 

(jinty slides over to scanner/screen) 

hold on, how do i fly this thing!? 

Jinty: 

Whoa! wait... humm (thinks the digits) ok, good to go! (tardis takes off) wow that worked ah?!? 

(time travel sequence) 

Well richard once said “shot for the moon” so let's go to the mooooonn! 

 (realises he’s talking to himself)  

oh right i’m all alone...ah well! 

(jinty materializes on the moon) 

Narrator: 

Jinty puffed out of the tardis, out onto the lunar landscape. he looked in awe of the earth. 

Jinty: 

Know that's...really cool! 

 



 

Narrator: 

Jinty then began puffing around like an idiot. He then gazed upon at the thickness of the earth's atmosphere. 

It was beautiful.  

Jinty: 

The world is so fragile so...helpless (sigh) perhaps i was meant to steal the tardis…..nah! 

Narrator: 

After staring at the earth a little more he returned to the tardis 

Jinty: 

Well now tardis...mmm that's a mouthful...how about i call you..”the box” it's shorter and easier to say. 

Narrator: 

The tardis made a wobbling wear. Jinty decided, it meant yes. 

Jinty: 

 right! let's get to some proper time traveling  

Narrator: 

With the flick of some knobs, and a pull of a lever, (warbling wind down noise) 

Jinty: 

Oh no….. 

Narrator: 

The box shook and spluttered. alarms beeped and jinty screamed! 

Jinty: 

Arrrr! (falls out of the tardis on to curtis’s bed) 

Curtis: 

(snoring) 

Jinty: 

Eww it's a giant beast! 

(tries to move) 

And i can't move!!! Oh no…. 

(phone alarm goes off) 

Curtis: 

(Rolles over moving jinty off to the side) 

Jinty: 

Ahhh!!! 

Curtis: 

(Wakes up) 

Jinty: 



Oh no! 

Curtis: 

(waking up sounds) 

Jinty: 

Eh….eh (shimmies over to box, to get back in) 

Curtis: 

(Sits up and yawns, wipes eyes and puts glasses on) 

(spots tardis) 

What are you doing there? Did i?? Pff i must have been dead to the world last night! 

(gets up and takes the tardis and places back on shelf) 

(sits down at desk and opens laptop) 

(the tardis shakes) 

Huh?...(nothing happens)...hum (shrugs) 

(keeps typing and stuff) 

Jinty: 

(bursts out of the doors on to laptop) 

Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! 

Curtis: 

Ah! 

Jinty: 

Ha! Wow that was higher than expected! 

Curtis: 

What the!? why ?....what? 

Jinty: 

Oh hello giant beast. My name is Jinty  

Curtis: 

i know…..(is confusted to why for a moment) 

Jinty: 

Wait what? 

Curtis: 

I created you….well it's cameron's fault really but i do your voice on C&C! 

Jinty: 

Whats C&C? 

Curtis: 

Its doesn’t matter right now what matters is why your here talking to me!....wait is that the tardis that brought 

you here? Did you steal that tardis? Is eric in there 



Jinty: 

I borrowed it!.....wait…..Eric!!!!....who’s that? 

Curtis: 

Ha not there yet are we...i see (smiles) spoilers!88 

Jinty: 

Well could you perhaps put me up right? 

Curtis: 

Oh yeah sorry..(puts him up the right way) 

Sooo wanna stick around for a bit? 

Jinty: 

How long? 

Curtis: 

I don't know? Er what about till we fix you tardis (grabs tardis and drops it on floor) 

Jinty: 

Duude! Not cool! 

Curtis: 

I can fix it don’t worry i’ll send it to a friend of mine to fix. 

Jinty: 

So what now i’m stuck! 

Curtis: 

Well….. 

 

(montage of curtis doing things with jinty like putting him in video’s and doing reviews with him and such) 

(title appears “several months later) 

 

Curtis: 

Hey jinty! I got a package back from eric..maybe it's your… 

Jinty: 

BOX!! 

Curtis: 

Well let's open it to see! 

Jinty: 

Oh boi!! 

(opens box and the tardis is there) 

Jinty: 

I can go home now!!! 



 

Curtis: 

Well see ya jinty! 

Jinty: 

Bye curtis!! Off to time and space!!!! 

(jinty leaves curtis goes to bed) 

Curtis: 

It was all a dream, i’m not crazy (repeats) 

 

Narrator: 

(time montage)(music playing is “i am the doctor”) through time and space he traveled meeting people and 

places along the way. Breaking through dimensions, and laws of science till after some time. he had to get 

back on his quest...the quest to retrieve the christmas decorations...in 1974. 

 

(bit from earlier begins)  

James:  

Where is that jinty? 

Past Jinty:  

right here! 

James:  

oh hello...do you have the shipment of decorations for the main line in yet? 

Past Jinty:  

what did they look like? 

James:  

er i was told standard red vans, anyway shouldn’t you know?! 

Past Jinty: 

 well they kind of went swimming! 

James:  

(eyes shrink) WHAT!,....Oh you can’t be serious, i travel the length of the island for these vans and...! 

(rambles) 

Past Jinty:  

don’t you worry james i can fix it! 

James: 

 how could you possibly do that??!! (looks confuzzled) 

Past Jinty:  

(to himself) oh you know just some casual time travel (small evil chuckle) 



(past jinty approaches the tardis) 

Jinty: 

 (trucks are still rolling) come on trucks! 

Trucks:  

we don’t want to!!! 

Jinty: 

 to bad! 

James: 

 that was fast! 

Jinty:  

yea er… yea turns out they where down the end of the harbor anyway he he…. 

James:  

hum works for me but i’d better hurry my splendid self of back to tidmouth asap! 

Jinty:  

ok...and Merry Christmas James! 

James:  

And to you to Jinty!!! 

Jinty: 

 few i’m glad that's over 

Narrator: 

 jinty after his time travel adventure, went to see his friends, Richard and Robert. 

Jinty: 

 hey guys! 

Robert:  

look out he’s got a brake van! 

Jinty: 

 guys can we just let it go, it's christmas tomorrow, i don’t want to remember our first christmas here like this! 

Richard: 

 fine! but you wait until boxing day...then we can bag the shit out of ya all, we, want  

Jinty:  

You got a deal! 

Narrator:  

Jinty was content with his place In the world, however small it is. He realised he should make every 

christmas, like it's the last…weather it be in the past, present or future….. 

(end) 


